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The basic function of any roof is to offer protection from the
elements for occupants and property, as well as to protect the
building structure itself. Roofs can also provide insulation, retaining

ROOFS

heat in the winter or cool air in the summer. Ongoing exposure to
sun, rain, snow, hail and wind deteriorates roofs. It is important for
organizations to have an ongoing formal process to inspect roofs so
that repairs can be made before costly damage occurs.
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TYPES OF ROOFS
It is important for facility managers to know the type of
roofing materials used at each location, as the maintenance
requirements differ for each. Roof types vary greatly
depending on factors such as design, size, location and age
of the building. Most common pitched roofs include metal
sheeting and asphalt shingles. The most common flat
roofing systems are discussed below.
For more information about the types of roofs and
their strengths and weaknesses, facility managers are
encouraged to review the design recommendations from
the Whole Building Design Guide produced by the National
Institute of Building Sciences.

Facility managers should consult with vendors or
manufacturers to learn the specific maintenance
requirements for each roof type.

BUILT-UP ROOF: SMOOTH OR TAR/GRAVEL
These are some of the oldest and most effective

For a smooth surface, a smooth cap sheet is added

roofing materials for low-slope roofs. Built-up roofs

to protect the built-up bitumen and felt layers. A

are composed of three elements: layers of felt,

tar/gravel style built-up roof includes a layer of

layers of bitumen and surfacing.

gravel or mineral granules or mineral-coated cap

Felt paper is applied first to counteract expansion

sheet to provide protection against the elements.

and contraction forces and allows a suitable surface
for bitumen to be applied. The alternating layers of
felt and bitumen effectively bind them together.

MODIFIED BITUMEN
This system for low-slope roofs features certain

This hybrid technology between built-up roofs and

types of bitumen infused with additives to offer

single-ply membranes offers many of the benefits of

increased flexibility. These layers are then cut and

both options.

installed similar to built-up roof membranes.
The main types of modified bitumen roofs are
based upon the common chemical polymers, atactic
polypropylene (APP), styrene butadiene styrene
(SBS) or styrene ethylene butadiene styrene (SEBS).
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SINGLE-PLY MEMBRANES
This style of low-slope roofing features a synthetic

It can also be referred to as thermoset roof

rubber flexible membrane that is applied with a

membranes or EPDM roofing, referring to the

roll. With vulcanized seams, the membrane offers a

specific type of rubber used in the membrane,

strong resistance to ultraviolet light and ozone, as

(ethylene propylene diene monomer rubber).

well as excellent functionality in cold temperatures.

THERMOPLASTIC ROOF MEMBRANES
Although functionally similar to the rubber of

Thermoplastic membranes also contain

single-ply membrane roofs, the materials of a

reinforcement layers to provide additional strength

thermoplastic roof are instead made of plastic

and stability. Most are made of polyvinyl chloride

polymers. When applied with a roll to a low-slope

(PVC) or thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO).

roof, the seams are often heat-fused to form
the continuous membrane. Some types of roofs
use solvents rather than heat and can form a
continuous membrane over the rooftop.

ROOF MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Regardless of the type of roof and roofing materials,
every building should have a roof management program.
This program can range from simple to complex but at
a minimum should include collecting and maintaining
information about each roof. As part of any management
program, inspections, repairs and other information
should be documented and retained.
Organizations should keep historical information about
each roof, such as documents related to installation,
repairs and warranties. It should also keep details gathered
from regularly scheduled inspections.

Document any rooftop repairs as part of a roof
management program.

Creating diagrams and taking photos of the location of
equipment, roof penetrations, gutters, trouble spots,
patterns of ballast movement and other items serve to
memorialize details that could be forgotten and create a
visual story of the roof over time.
This gathered information could better inform decisions
when giving priority to repairs and replacements, as well as
assisting in budget planning and maintaining warranties.
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WARRANTIES
Roofs typically come with a two- to five-year warranty from
the contractor. This warranty typically covers installation
defects. Beyond that, coverage is often provided through
the manufacturer’s material warranty, which only covers
the materials that make up the roof.
It is important to know the terms and coverage
specifications of each roof’s warranties. Knowing how to
stay compliant with warranties can protect the building,
as well as the entity’s financial interests. It is beneficial to
know the extent of repairs that could be covered and what

Warranties should be reviewed before any repairs or
remodeling is started.

actions could constitute voiding a warranty.

INSPECTIONS
Given the exposures to which roofs are subject, especially
in Minnesota, regularly scheduled inspections are vital to
prevent unexpected problems, costly repairs and to extend
the life of the roof. At a minimum, inspections should be
done in early spring to reveal damage or deterioration
caused by snow, wind and ice; and again in the fall to
make sure that the roof is in sound condition for the
coming winter.
Inspections should also be conducted after a major
weather event to assess for potential damage.
Considerations should be given to using third-party
roofing experts to perform supplemental inspections,
especially for unique or complex roofs.
Inspections should include a visual observation of the
following:

Routine inspections are essential in preventing
unplanned problems.

blistering. The membrane should stay well
adhered to the roof surface.
Ballast. It protects the roof membrane and
should adequately cover all areas of the roof.
Wind, water and traffic can move ballast and
expose materials beneath it to damage.

Water ponding, algae/vegetative growth or staining
from previous pooling. All are indications of poor
drainage and can lead to deterioration of the roofing
membrane, water infiltration and increased weight
load on roof.

Branches, tools and other equipment that
have dropped on the roof or been left behind.
These items should be removed and the area
examined to ensure that there are no punctures
in the membrane.

Soft spots—often related to ponding and an
indication of water infiltration and deterioration of
materials below.

Overhead branches. Tree branches hanging
over a roof could cause damage through
repeated contact, if broken due to storms, snow
load or wind. Branches should be trimmed as
necessary to reduce this risk.

Clogged drains and scuppers. Leaves and other debris
can clog roof drainage and lead to excessive standing
water. Facility managers should ensure that drainage is
sufficient around flashing, coping and counter flashing.
Roof membranes. Organizations should watch for
tears, punctures, splitting at seams and

Flashing, coping and fascia. Check for deterioration and ensure that they are well attached.
Caulking and sealant around equipment,
expansion joints and other roof penetrations.
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Caulking can dry or pull away during expansion.
Ensure seals are sound.
Roof edge and exterior walls. Check for
missing mortar, deterioration, staining or other
signs of leaks.
Snow load. Heavy snowfall, often combined with
wind, may pile snow in corners or concentrate on
specific sections of a roof. The weight of this snow
could cause considerable damage to the structure
beneath. Deep snow can also block air intakes if
they are positioned at low height. Plans should be
in place for removal if necessary. See Chapter 41,
Winter Preparedness for more about this and other
winter hazards.
Inside walls and ceilings. Check for sagging, leaks,
discoloration and other signs of water infiltration or
increased snow load.

Infrared Scanning
Technology can be used to detect heat leakage or
moisture-related problems in a building envelope.
Using infrared thermography as a component of
the roof inspection process can show potential
problems because moisture reads cooler than normal
construction materials.
Infrared thermography can also be helpful in tracing

Anchorages for Elevated Work
If rope descent systems and powered
platforms are used to do work suspended
more than 14 feet above the ground (window
washing, building maintenance, etc.), certified
anchorages must be identified, certified and
inspected annually.
Each anchorage must be able to support
at least 5,000 pounds per employee
attached in any direction.
Certification must be done by a qualified
individual with extensive knowledge and
experience of anchorages.
Re-certification must be conducted at
least every 10 years or when the anchor is
subject to damage or stress.
A competent person must visually inspect
anchorages annually to ensure that there is
no damage or change to equipment.
Building owners are responsible for
providing written information to the
employer doing the work that the
anchorages have been identified, tested,
certified and maintained.

water back to its origin. Because the technology detects

More information can be found in OSHA

differences in energy, it can be used to identify energy

standard 29 CFR 1910.27, Scaffolds and Rope

leaks and electrical hotspots. See Chapter 12, Electrical

Descent Systems; 29 CFR 1910.66, Powered

for more information.

Platforms for Building Maintenance; and

WORKING ON THE ROOF

Minnesota Administrative Rules 5205.0730
Window Cleaning; Building Maintenance.

Safety should be a priority anytime someone goes
on the roof. Employees should be trained about
the procedures of working on the roof system; fall
protection; and working near roof edges, skylights and
access doors. All contractors should be required to
adhere to roof safety standards.

Depending on the roof configuration, fall protection
may be required whenever someone is on the roof or
only when in certain areas of the roof (see Chapter 17,
Fall Protection).
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ROOFS CHECK LIST
ITEM

YES

NO

ACTION ITEM

Does each roof have an inspection plan, at a minimum in early spring and
in the fall?
Does each building’s roof have its own management program and are
specific maintenance requirements understood?
Does each roof management program include measures to collect and
maintain information about the roof?
Is historical information about each roof maintained, such as installation,
materials, repairs and warranties?
Are diagrams created and are photos taken of the location of equipment,
roof penetrations, gutters, trouble spots, patterns of ballast movement and
other items to memorialize details about the roof?
Are warranties (both contractor and materials) kept and reviewed before
commencing work on each roof?
Are roof inspections conducted after major weather events?
Do roof inspections include visual observations for:
yyWater ponding, algae/vegetation and staining?
yySoft spots?
yyClogged drains and scuppers?
yyRoof membranes?
yyBallast?
yyBranches, tools and equipment dropped or left behind?
yyOverhead branches?
yyFlashing, coping and fascia?
yyCaulking and sealant?
yyRoof edge and exteror walls?
yySnow load?
yyInside walls and ceilings?
Is infrared thermography for roof inspections considered?
Are anchorages for roof descent systems certified and inspected annually?
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